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There has been a huge shift in policy for our streets and roads by the UK Government. 

On 9th May Transport Secretary, Grant Shapps MP, announced that, as we recover 

from the lockdown, and as the UK goes back to work, the Department for Transport1 

would prioritise active forms of travel in urban areas to ensure that our roads were not 

overwhelmed with motor vehicles. 

During lockdown, we have seen a huge growth in people walking and cycling for daily 

exercise2. But alongside the dramatic falls in traffic levels across the UK3, we have also 

seen a rise in speeding4 and extreme speeding5. While the number of people killed and 

seriously injured on our roads has fallen, speeding-related casualties have remained 

high. These higher levels of speeding appear to have increased the severity of 

collisions6. 

As more people walk and cycle – in order to avoid public transport and choosing 

healthier, distanced forms of travel – our roads need urgent and careful attention to 

ensure road safety is guaranteed. 

 
Vision Zero7 is a strategy to eliminate all fatalities and 

serious injuries on our roads, while increasing safe and 

healthy travel for all. It is based on a safe systems approach 

that refuses to accept that road danger is inevitable. Instead 

it seeks to protect people with safe streets, behaviours 

and effective enforcement. 
 

 

Six key Vision Zero principles to ensure road safety 

Action Vision Zero8 urges all local authorities and highway authorities to address six fundamental 

issues9 that need to be addressed to make streets and roads in built-up areas safer: Safe speeds, 

Safe junctions and crossings, Safe space for cycling, Less traffic, Safe vehicles and Safe behaviours 

and enforcement. These principles can use relatively low-cost methods. With the exception of Safe 

vehicles where a longer time-frame is needed, five of these principles can be used by local authorities 

to deliver safe streets as we emerge from the lockdown. 
 
 
 

 
 
 



1. Safe speeds 

• Deliver a default 20mph speed limit10. The DfT Statutory Guidance11 says 20mph speed limits 

provide “a more attractive and safer environment for walking and cycling”. 

• Temporarily remove traffic lanes and repurpose as bus lanes where excess capacity encourages 

high speeds. 

• Remove carriageway capacity with low cost measures such as a change of tarmac colour12. 

• Install speed-activated traffic lights that display red to vehicles travelling over the limit. 

• Install mobile vehicle-activated signs (potentially with number plate identification). 

• Install measures such as virtual speed humps13, “enhanced” 20mph roundels14 and speed limit 

messages on LED signs to slow vehicles down. 

• Engineered interventions should be considered in locations with high speeds and where people 

and vehicles mix, where funding allows. More detail is available in the TfL Lower Speeds Toolkit15 

(sections 2 and 3). Examples include median strips16 (to reduce carriageway capacity and 

provide informal crossing points) and bus-friendly raised tables17. 

 
2. Safe junctions and crossing 

• Remove the need for pedestrians to initiate “green man request” at light-controlled junctions18. 

• Reduce or eliminate the wait time for pedestrians at light-controlled crossings. 

• Increase the ‘green man time’ on crossings. 

• Install crossing signals which can be activated more quickly if speeding vehicles are approaching. 

 

3. Safe space for cycling 
• Most cycling casualties occur on main roads19. Protected cycle lanes add more safe space for cycling 

and narrow carriageway widths reduce vehicle speeds20. Authorities can improve, add, widen and 

upgrade cycle lanes from advisory to mandatory, using low-cost interventions such as removable 

tape road markings21 or wands22. More detail from Cycling UK here23. 

• Increase bus lane working times to 24/7 with exceptions for loading only. 

• Close key shopping streets to through traffic or create bus and cycle-only corridors24. 

 
4. Less traffic 

• Create bus and cycle corridors in busy high street locations. Bus speeds can be limited to 10mph 

or 15mph25. 

• Filter streets and neighbourhoods to create Low Traffic Neighbourhoods26 – with low-cost 

interventions such as planters acting as modal filters. 

• Filter shopping streets to improve the pedestrian environment (eg Broadway Market in Hackney27). 

• Roll out School Streets28 wherever possible, with pavement widening outside schools on main 

roads. These can be complemented with Low Traffic Neighbourhoods29 and behavioural change 

programmes such as Walk to School30 for wider impact. 

• Improve and make the environment for people on foot safer, for example, with temporary 

pavement widening on shopping streets, including high streets and local shopping parades. 

 
5. Safe behaviours and enforcement 

• Enable and encourage enhanced enforcement, such as being deployed by the police in London31, 

Manchester32 and Lincolnshire33. 

• Encourage politicians to highlight issues of speeding during the lockdown34 35. 
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